Digital Risk Management .
Be confident in your digital risk posture.
Getting your arms around your enterprise digital risk exposures—including cyber risk—can be
daunting.
Tactical point-solution tools can only give you bits and pieces, presenting a challenge in easily
communicating your risk posture to motivate and inform your board and other executive leadership.
With Emergent Instinct, you get simple and fast visibility of your enterprise digital risk exposures and
their potential business impacts. See what could happen in your enterprise tomorrow, who is
creating the risk, and how much it could hurt your business.
The Instinct Engine samples your existing enterprise data sources to project your exposure to
thousands of real-world and simulated loss scenarios. You are able to justify and focus your
cybersecurity program by showing your executives which parts of the business are exceeding the
corporate risk appetite.
Assure your executives that the business isn't taking on more risk than they have approved and shift
accountability to the lines of business that introduce exposures that exceed their risk appetite.
Be confident knowing that your risk posture is in line with your executive cyber risk appetite.
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Provide business-relevant risk
clarity to your leadership

Easy to install, with no change in
current technology deployment

Continuously learns from your data to
find risks you didn’t know were there

Get “left of boom.” Report on tomorrow’s incidents before they
happen, and motivate the business to do something about them.
The only scenario-driven platform
built to communicate digital risk

Light-Touch Installation and
Data Integration

Dynamic risk model to discover
new risks in your enterprise

As digital risk gains board-level scrutiny, and
responsibility for cyber risk management
becomes a second-line function, you need
to change your risk conversation and
reporting. Performance metrics and
compliance scores do not sufficiently
convey business risks.

Instead of generating or correlating massive
amounts of data, we use simple queries to
existing tactical technologies—like antivirus,
directory services, or threat feeds, plus data
our risk analysts have curated—to answer
the simple questions “should this make us
nervous?” and “how does this expose us?”

Once the Instinct Engine™ is installed and
configured with your unique Risk Appetite,
it immediately looks to see what could
happen next in your environment and
projects how much it could cost you.

Our digital risk platform is built on realworld and machine-generated digital loss
scenarios. It helps you communicate in
terms your business leaders understand—
reputation, credit, or market losses—
supported by objective, real-time data.

Installation can be done in as little as five
days. We include a catalog of 50 data
connectors, but it only takes two or three to
show value.
Ask us about our 30 Day “Proof of Value.”

Help your business understand the
consequences of their digital risk taking.

Swarming artificial intelligence conducts
simulations across your risk exposures to
visualize future incident impact against your
corporate risk repository.
The Instinct Engine™ generates new
scenarios to ask “what else could happen?”
so you don’t get surprised by something
you weren’t watching.

Contact us at:

SeeTheSwarm@ENDsecurity.com
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